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Do you dread growing old?. Thibault and Morgan recommend approaching the Last Third as
a pilgrimage a journey full of purpose, ripe with opportunities for spiritual growth.. The last third
of lifestyle, from age group 60 on up, doesn t need to be feared. The reserve includes
reflection questions and can be utilized by individuals or organizations for a 7-week research.
When viewed from a Christian perspective, this season of life can be meaningful, endurable .
The authors, ages 65 and 82, dig deeply into the realities of their lives and give you 7
methods to open yourself to God and the abundant life God wants for you. They address 7
gateways to spiritual development: Facing Maturing and Dying Understanding how to Live with
Limitations Doing Inner Work Living in and Out of Community Praying and Contemplation
Redeeming Reduction and Suffering Leaving a Legacy This assortment of scripture-based
meditations will motivate you or someone you understand to move fearlessly in to the Last Third,
looking forward to the opportunities this time of life can hold. and even joyful, say authors Jane
Thibault and Richard Morgan.
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Essential Guide for AGEING Humbly I just finished leading a group of 16, ranging in age group
from 58-89, in a seven week research of Pilgrimage into the Last Third of Existence. A Must
Read Having read their last book, No Act of Love is certainly Ever Wasted, I anticipated that
this would be as believed provoking and empowering. My wife and I read this book jointly and
have become closer collectively and closer to God. For a group with several individuals who
didn't know others I saw this as exceptional. I was very wrong. I have already been asked to
do it again the analysis in the Spring. The reflections really cause you to stop and think about
the rest you will ever have, whatever which may be, and recognize that God is not completed
with you until you are called home. However, reserve was worthy in a group discussion.. Good
book and would recommend it. Great for Group Discussion Used this for a church Seniors
group. It produced me face decisions I'd been postponing. I've reccomended this book to
many people and even offered two copies as Xmas presents! I cannot recommend it even more
highly. I was not disappointed! I work with older adults so this book has empowered and
outfitted me to motivate, support and love them more deeply. This publication is for old and
youthful adults to give perspective.We had retired and was hoping to build up my spiritual
side. Excellent for all those engaged in the aging process and desiring to continue to grow
spiritually. Excellent study I bought this publication for a study at church. It was beneficial to
have the point of view of a 60=something person as well as that of an 80-something author,,
both experiencing that last third of life, but at different ends of the spectrum. Both have got
health issues. It is an excellent book that may help us appear at maturing in a different light.
Approaching our elder years in a positive rather than negative light could make a
difference.Aging occurs, it is a part of existence but, just how we approach it can help to
make our lives more fun. People actually liked it. Best for those over sixty five . Life-changing
book! Though there is a lot of emphasis on the many infirmities of life, that i have yet to
encounter, there were also many concrete recommendations that have proven useful in my own
quest. Congratulations to Jane and Richard!. It really is written by two people who are within
the last third of their existence. Best for all those over sixty five So significantly t so good( three
chapters read)...mainly those people who are fortunate to still be healthy and active.
Readable, practical, professional. I advise every senior to read it Wonderful book. Using simply
because a church discussion publication. Having attended seminary, I did not think that what
in this publication would catch my interest and facilitate my spiritual development. Great book
and would recommend it Bought this to use as a small group study guide. Not really what the
reserve was designed for but it worked perfectly. The thoughts expressed by both primary
authors had been insightful and believed provoking. The chapters are broken up into seven
parts so that it can be used as a daily devotional for the 6 chapters. I was given this book to
examine for a grown-up Education System. I advise every senior to learn it. I've been leading a
discussion of this book with Seniors and have a retreat based on it planned this winter. I had
to get books three times as the course grew and as word grew around in the church about
the analysis, the five extra books I acquired purchased were requested by others who were not
in a position to attend the periods. Everyone in the group loved the publication and the
reflections generated lively debate from everyone beginning with week 1. We have much to
learn and practice. Wonderful book. A most readable book, full of the authors' personal
experience, professional knowledge, and thought-provoking anecdotes. an enormous thought
provoker The words in this book and the ideas presented lead one into deep thought, prayer
and praise.We warn readers that some are placed off by the countless ailments and "senior
circumstances" described. In my own readings in gerontology and spirituality I've under no



circumstances seen an improved, more practical volume. mainly those people who are
fortunate to still be healthy and active This book was presented with to me at just the right
time. excellent excellent Two Stars too superficial Essential for 70plus.! False a good browse for
adult categorizing children of an maturing person. Motivated us catch our memories Absolutely
motivated my wife and I to complete and publish our memories mainly because "The Two
DISCOUNTED PRICES." by Trafford Publishing. We had drafted a copy simply for our three
children and three grand kids. As great grand kids begun to appear (Four so far), we were
encouraged by the specifics described by Dr Morgan and Jane Thibault for the necessity to
finish our project for relatives and buddies. It tackled difficult topics on ageing from the point
of look at of a 60 calendar year old and an 80 year old. I highly recommend this easy
examine. The online suggestions for a report group are very simple, yet powerful discussion
starters. very good. Not much new details that I did not already know. Regardless of your age,
physical condition, or place of home, God can and really wants to use you. Condition of book
was as described; very good. TY
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